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Arms rf the University 
The principal elements incorporated in the Arms rf the University are the blue rf the 
sea, the gold rf the sand and the red rf the Illawarra flame tree. The open book rften 
used for educational institutions has also been included. 
The blazon is: 
'Azure a Book expanded Argent bound and clasped Or on a 
chiif rf the last three Cinquifoils pierced Gules'~ 
Advance Australia Fair 
Australians all let us njoice, For we are young and free; 
We've golden soil and wealth for toil, Our home is girt by sea; 
Our land abounds in natures gifts, ifbeauty rich and rare; 
In historys page, let every stage, Advance Australia Fair. 
In joyful strains then let us sing, Advance Australia Fair. 
Gaudeamus 
Gaudeamus igitur 
}uvenus dum sumus; 
Postjucundam juventutem, 
Post molestam senectutem, 
Nos habebit humus. 
Vita nostra brevis est, 
Brevifinietur; 
Venit mars velociter, 





Vivant membra quaeUbet, 
Semper sintin flore. 
Translation: 
Let us be joyful therifore 
While we are young; 
After youth that brings joy, 
After old age that brings grief, 
The grave will take us. 
Our life is short, 
Soon it will be finished; 
Death comes quickly, 
It snatches away violently, 
It will spare nobody. 
Long Uve the University, 
Long Uve the pnfessors, 
Long live every member, 
Long Uve every part, 
May they ever flourish. 
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Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty oflriformatics 
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Faculty of Commerce 
Thursday 27 JUly 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural sciences 
Faculty of Science 
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Friday 28 JUly 
Faculty of Commerce 
Friday 28 JUly 
Faculty of Arts 
Faculty of Law 
Faculty of Education 
The University ofWollongong was founded in 1951 when the then New South wales University of 
Technology established a division at Wollongong. Ten years later the division became a College of the 
University of New South wales. In 1975 the University of Wollongong became an autonomous institution 
and in 1982 amalgamated with the a4Joining Wollongong Institute of Education (which had been 
founded in 1962 as the Wollongong Teachers' College). 
Originally established as a provider of tertiary education for engineers and metallurgists required for 
the burgeoning steel industr}'! the University has developed into an internationally recognised teaching 
and research institution. It was recently named Australia's joint University of the Year for 1999-2000. 
The Good Universities Guides 'University of the Year' Award is the most prestigious in Australian 
higher education and acknowledges the University's ou tstanding research and developmentpartnerships. 
The University of wollongong is one of the largest sites of information technology and 
telecommunications research in the Southern Hemisphere. Other areas of research expertise include 
superconductors, intelligentpolymers, steel processing and products, microwave technology,smartjoods, 
social and cultural change in the Asia Pacific region, biomedical research, medical radiation physics 
and multimedia. 
On the teaching side, the University combines traditional academic values with innovative teaching 
and advanced technology. The modern campus, with its learning and support systems and highly 
qualifiedstciff, rffers a personalised study environmentjor all students, both domestic and international. 
The University's teaching programs are developed to meet the demands of the world market. It has a 
satellite campus in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and rffers courses in Hong Kong, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the Maldives.At home, the University will open a permanent campus 
in the shoalhaven in 2000 together with access centres in Batemans Bay and Bega. 
Since its foundation, the University has awarded over 40, 000 degrees and diplomas. In 1999 some 
MOO graduated including 76 from the University's satellite campus in Dubai and 144 from courses 
rffered at overseas/ocations such as Hong Kon~ Singapore, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the Ma/dives. In 
the year 2000, some 3,000 students are expected to graduate. 
AUSTRALIA'S 1999-2000 
UNIVERSITY OF THE YEAR 
Outstanding Research and 
Development Partnerships 
'Good Universities Guides' 
In the Medieval tradition, the mace is a symbol of the University 
and the chancellor's authority as its head, and is carried bifore the 
Chancellor on formal occasions such as graduation ceremonies. It 
is carried on the right shoulder of the mace bearer. 
The University of Wollongong mace is constructed from stainless 
steel and the head is a stylised form of the Illawarra Flame Tree 
flower from the University's coat of arms. The exterior suiface of 
the mace has a rough finish, symbolising the heavy industrial area 
of Wollongong, whilst the stamen of theJlower'is smooth and highly 
polished to indicate the University's position as a centrefor the city 
and the region. The mace also contains three timber inserts made 
from one of the three original Moreton Bay figtrees which were a 
feature of the campus and were estimated to be 500 years old. 
The mace was both designed and made by Gino Sanguineti, a local 
artist, and presented to the University in 1988. 
Jhe Ceremonlj 0/ graduation 
The University of Wollongong has offered university studies for nearly 50 years and is 
known for its energy and innovation in fields ranging from creative arts to 
communications technology. since its foundation the University has awarded more than 
40,000 degrees and diplomas. This University looks towards the 21st century but, in the 
customs and ceremony of a graduation, it asserts its inheritance from the first Universities 
of the 12th and 13 th centuries. For nearly 900 years, universities have educated and trained 
leaders of society and produced ideas and instruments of great social and scientific change. 
Yet, they proudly retain medieval traditions that still visibly celebrate both the achievements 
of the scholar and graduate and the Universities' long commitment to the search for 
knowledge. 
The academic titles and terms of address, the music and, especially, the academic dress 
distinguish and colour a graduation ceremony. The gowns are modified versions of 
medieval university dress: all masters and scholars were then members of the clergy. This 
university has chosen blue gowns for all diplomas and for the Bachelor and Masters degrees. 
The hoods, originally a useful head cover, are lined with dijferent coloured silks and trims 
to denote the type of award -for example, the Bachelor of Arts hood is lined with gold silk 
and the Commerce hood with emerald green. The degree graduates wear blue, tasselled 
trenchers or mortar boards which were introduced in mh century Oxford and cambridge. 
The dress for the doctoral degrees,for example Doctor ofphilosophy (phD) and Doctor 
of Creative Arts (DCA), is distinguished by red facing on the blue gowns and black velvet 
Tudor Bonnets with coloured tassels. The higher doctorates of Science, Letters and Laws 
have red gowns faced with blue and a Tudor Bonnet tasselled with silver, gold and purple 
respectively. 
The Chancellor, gowned in black brocade trimmed with gold lace and braid, is the chief 
dignitary and leader of the university community. The Chancellor presides over meetings 
of the governing body, the university Council, and confers degrees and diplomas in 
Council's name. 
A graduation ceremony is in many ways an historical pageant but is, above all, a 
celebration of indfvidual achievement and the continuing role of the university. 
Baclwlor ::Defjree6: 
Faculty of Arts - Gold 
Faculty of Commerce - Emerald Green 
Faculty of Creative Arts - Olive Green 
Faculty of Education - Cinnamon 
Faculty of Engineering - B right Red 
Faculty of Health and Behavioural sciences - Wine Red 
Faculty oflnformatics - Pale Green 
Faculty of Law - Purple 
Faculty of Science - Silver 
Honours Bachelor Degrees - As above with white border 
ma6ter ::DefjreeJ: 
Honours Masters Degrees - As above with red border 
Pass Master Degrees - Cream with golden brown border 
::Doctoral ::DefjreeJ: 
Doctor of philosophy, phD - Blue with red border 
Doctor of Creative Arts, DCA - Blue with red border 
Doctor of Education, EdD - Blue with red border 
Doctor of Public Health, DPH - Blue with red border 
Doctor of Science, DSc - Red with blue border 
Doctor of Letters, DLitt - Red with blue border 
Doctor of Laws, LLD - Red with blue border 
Other: 
Graduate Diplomas - Rose Pink 
Diploma! Associate Diploma - No lining, Yellow border 
Graduate Certificate - No lining, Tangerine border 
Mr Michael Codd 
Prqfessor Gerard Sutton 
Mr David Rome 
Mr Jim Landgridge 
Ms Gillian Luck 
Prqfessor Anne Pauwels 
Assoc. Prqfessor Robin Handley 
Prqfessor Rob Castle 
Prqfessor Brendon Parker 
Assoc. Prqfessor Graham Williams 
Prqfessor John Patterson 
Prqfessor Rob Norris 
Prqfessor John Patterson 






Dean, Faculty if Arts 
Dean, Faculty if Law 
Dean, Faculty if Commerce 
Dean, Faculty if Engineering 
Acting Dean, Faculty if lriformatics 
Acting Dean, Faculty if Health & Behavioural Sciences 
Dean, Faculty if Science 
Dean, Faculty if Education 
Dean, Faculty if Creative Arts 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 
FACULTY OF INFORMATICS 
9:45am Wednesday,26]u~ 2000 
The Procession 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Igitur 
National Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
Choral Item - Ipharadisi (Trad.lJfican) 
peiformed by the Faculty of Creative Arts' Vocal Ensemble. 
Directed by David Vance, BA (Hons ) UNSW; BMus(Hons) Syd; LMusA; Sub- Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation cif Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the chancellor by Professor Brendon Parker, Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and 
Associate professor Graham Williams, Acting Dean of the Faculty of Informatics. 
Musical Interlude 
French Suite No. 5 in G m qjo r; Allemande Courante,] S Bach (1685-1750) 
Bonnieanna Mitchell, piano 
Bonnieanna Mitchell is a second year BCA -BA student mqjoring in Music Peiformance and French 
Presentation cif Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr David Hqffman, BSc W &M, MSc UNC. General Manager 
Telecommunications, Computer Sciences Corporation. 
Vote cif Thanks 
Ms Vicki Tzortzis, B Irifo Tech( Hons), will speak on behalf ofher fellow graduates. 
conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fatifare 
Ensaladas (C16th Spanish) 
Rifreshments will be served in the University Court cifter the ceremony (catering by the uniCentre). 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Engineering 







Douglas Lewis Lindsay Paul 
Manuel Antonio Rivera 
Tungs Bara Tasi 
Richard Charles Thomas 
Wijen Chandra Tjia 
Dianne Van Beers 
Aaron Jeames Wilson 
Guang Ming Ye 
Mechanical Engineering 
Khairul Fahmi Bin Kam Rudin 
Giovanni Enzo Boggio 
Kelvin Boon Leong Cheng 
Romel EI-Basha 
Ross Eugene James 
Stephen Mark McEwen 
Evan Francis Peters 
Tony Petroski 
Rejesh Kumar Gopalan Poozhiyil 
Akhileshwar Shmma 
Salman Shoaib 
Alexander Peter Tyree 
Azli Shah Zaito Ahmad 
Bachelor of Science 
Shane William Isley 
Bachelor of Technology 
Benjamin James Gosper 
Rodney Allan Roche 
Bachelor of ArtslBachelor 
of Engineering (Honours) 
Civil, Mining & Environmental Engineering 
Michelle Nancy Carusi 
Julian Fyfe 
Kari Louise Mannell 
Class II, Division 1 
Class I 
Class I 
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) 
Civil, Mining & 
Environmental Engineering 
Rhonda Jane Avery 
Heather Carter 
Andrew James Stansfield Cox 
Michael Patrick Crandell 
Selena Emma Daley 
Kirilly Anne Dickson 
James Patrick Erskine 
Cameron John Rossell Granger 
Paul Christopher Jones 
Mary-Lourde Joseph 
Geoff Kenneth MacQueen 
Julieanne Grace Mamo 
Matthew Murray 
Carolyne Elizabeth Frances Paul 
Matthew David Rose 
Chris John Ryan 
Colin Salter 
Joel Peter Stewart 
Bronwyn Helen Trevethan 
Andrei Zichy Woinarski 
Materials Engineering 
Mark Matthew Biasutti 
Anthony Fiumara 
Aaron J ames Hodges 
Simon Krismer 
Matthew John Lindsay 
Han-Yeu Ling 
Michael Ross Thompson 
Simon Glen Took 




Matthew David Beyer 
Kamal Bin Jasman 
Timothy John Slater 
Alan Bornt Vucko 
Reece Joseph Wilson 
Class III 
Class I 
Class II, Division 2 
Class I 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 1 
Class 1 
Class III 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division I 
Class II, Division 2 
Class III 
Class III 
Class II, Division 1 
Class I 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 1 
Class II, Division 2 
Class I 
Class I 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 1 




Class II, Division 2 







Class II, Division 1 
Bachelor of Medical Physics (Honours) 
Rebecca Sian Elferink Class II, Division 2 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Michael Benjamin Pracy Class I 
Graduate Certificate in Engineering 
John Frederick Lynch 
Graduate Certificate in Steel Processing 
and Products 
Kongsak Khantisomboon 
Graduate Diploma in Engineering 
Yong-Il Bae 
Terry Bryde Cawthome 
Ka Yiu Chan 
Yuk K wan Adrian Chan 
Kak San Chiu 
Kwok Cheong Ho 
Yui Kwan Ko 
Chin Pang Law 
Millad Rouhana 
Hing Yuen Tsang 
Sai Cheong Tse 
Tsan Man Yeung 
Graduate Diploma in Science 
Vivien Anne Munoz-Fen-ada 
Master of Engineering Practice 
Materials Engineering 
Noel Alwyn Jones 
Augustine Merdeka Hsun Yong 
Mechanical Engineering 
Gasim Ali Alkatiri 
John Andrew Joannou 
Kulapakkam Sivaprakasam Karthigeyan 
Mohammed Haroon Khan 
Richard John Mifsud 




Wahyono Sapto Widodo 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Civil, Mining & Environmental Engineering 
Ajith Goonatilleke 
Materials Engineering 
Kamal R1\i Aryal 
Mechanical Engineering 
Suprana Frank Jacono 
Marta Alexandra Ribeiro Femandes 
Honours Master of Science 
Mirjam Elisabeth Jonkman 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Civil Engineering 
Yoyong Arfiadi 
Thesis Title: "Optimal Passive and Active 
Control Mechanisms for Seismically Excited Buildings" 
Engineering Physics 
Rachael J anice Heron 
Thesis Title: "Far-infrared Studies of 
Semiconductors in Large Magnetic Fields" 
Tania Marie Silver 
Thesis Title: "Near Band Edge Optical Propel1ies 
and MBE GaAs and Related Layered Structures" 
Environmental Engineering 
Mohsen Ahmad Khalife 
Thesis Title: "Waste Water Treatment for Remote and 
Rural Aboriginal Communities of Australia" 
Materials Engineering 
Ionathan Richard Thomas Lloyd 
Thesis Title: "The Effect of Residual Stress and Crack 
Closure on Fatigue Crack Growth" 
Xiao Lin Wang 
Thesis Title: "Spiral Growth, Flex Pinning and Peak 
Effect in Doped and Pure Bi-2212 High Temperature 
Superconducting Single Crystals" 
Rong Zeng 
Thesis Title: "Processing and Characterisation of 
Bi-2223/Ag Superconducting Tapes" 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kevin Simon Boddeus 
Thesis Title: "Cavitation in Valves" 
FACULTY OF INFORMATICS 
Bachelor of Computer Science 
Haroon Ahmed 
Debby Andriani 
Daniel Paul Barndon 
Robert Joseph Butler 
David John Eaglesham 
Jose Maria Guzman Gallego 
Paul Michael McCarthy 
Andrej Medic 
Liam James Phelan 
David Skoumbourdis 
Ngoc Chau Vo 
Bachelor of Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
Leonard William Blunt 
Michael Robert Conlan 
Julian Norman Douglas 
Walid EI-Dik 





Bachelor of Information Technology 
Devendran Ganesh Babu 
Pun Siew Hong 
Asha Rani Sundram 
Lai Ong Tan 
Swee Heng Teo 
AIgene Yeow Hui Toh 
Yan Sing David Tung 
Ah PingWong 




Saiful Bahri Bin Mohd Lod 
Walid Dghaich 
Mark Hugh Donohoe 
Warren John Hough 






Bachelor of Information Technology 
and Communication 
James Fraser Forrest 
Benjamin Robert Scammell 
Michael Lipwei Tay 
Kok Cheong Yew 
Bachelor of Mathematics 
Kaylene Jennifer Boundy 
Yi-Wan Marine Chen 
Joanne Gifkins 
Damayanti Puspadevi 
Tri Dung Quach 
Bachelor of Engineering (Computer 
Engineering) (Honours) 
Gelareh Taban Class I 
Bachelor of Information and Communication 
Technology (Honours) 
Andrew Graham Hall Class II, Division 1 
Bachelor of Information Technology and 
Communication (Honours) 
Vicki Tzortzis Class II, Division 2 
University Medal 1999 
Adam Ronald Piggott (BMath (Hons) Class I conferred in 
December 1999) 
Graduate Certificate in Engineering 
Andrew Robert Mcpherson 
Graduate Certificate in Information and 
Communication Technology 
Kathryn Flannery 
Usa Marie Therese Kelly 
Purushotham Vittal 













Master of Computer Studies 
Xiaoshuang Chen 
Ming Huo 





Master of Engineering Studies 
Electrical, Computer and 
Telecommunications Engineering 




Bambang Abriantoro Soempono 
Srivalli Y.N. 
Penghao Zhao 




Md. Waseque All Azad 
Muhammad Asim 
Hassan Seyed Azimi 
Graham Douglas Bassett 








Rick Raymon Loebler 
Wenming Lu 
Ram Kishore Mandala 
Theinchai Oranrigsupak 
Pavan Kumar Puli 
Prathapam Puthan Parambath 




Shun Fu Wang 
Wai Keung Wong 
Ye Zhang 
Master of Statistics 
Donald Kennedy Findley 
Honours Master of Information and 
Communication Technology 
Tracey Peterson 
William John Tibben 
Honours Master of Science 
Saugato Mukelji 
Van Khanh Nguyen 
Doctor of Philosophy 
School of Information Technology and Computer Science 
David Tom Bomba 
Thesis Title: "Health lnformatics: Moving from Technics and 
the Fragmentation of Knowledge to a Socio-Political 
Understanding of the Design and Diffusion of Computerised 
Health Records (CHRs) Among General Practitioners (GPs)" 
Michael James Lawler 
Thesis Title: "Synchronisation of Composite Operations in 
Multi-threaded Object-Oriented Programs" 
School of Mathematics and Applied Statistics 
Bernard Arthur Ellem 
Thesis Title: "Curvature Measures for Generalised Linear 
Models" 
Carolyn Elizabeth McPhail 
Thesis Title: "A Tale of Three Varieties" 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those people lI'hose names appear in the plVgram, 
but who are ullable to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
2:30pm wednesday, 26}uly 2000 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Igitur 
National Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation if Awards 
candidates will be presented to the chancellor by Pnifessor Rob Castle, 
Dean cif the Faculty cif Commerce. 
Musical Interlude 
Prelude in D, Op.23 No. 4, Sergei Rachmaninov (1873-1943) 
Lisa Baraldi, piano 
Lisa Baraldi is a third year BCA student mqjoring in Music Peiformance 
Presentation if Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by 
The Hon Stephen Martin MP, BA ANU, MA Alberta, MTCP Syd, DipEd UNS W, phD 
Federal Member for Cunningham 
Vote if Thanks 
Dr Annamaria Kurtovic, phD will speak on behalf cifher fellow graduates. 
. Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fatifare 
Ensaladas (C16th Spanish) 
Rifreshments will be served in the University Court qfter the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre). 
Diploma in Computer Applications 
Ryan Surya Budiarman 
Helen Koufopoulos 
VanLuu 
Pablo Cesar Neira 
Neil Alexander Wiblin 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Mohamed Abdul Fattah 
Praka Mulia Agung 
Agung Andrianto 
Syed Osama Khalique Ahmed 
Ekapong Amorntrakul 




David Richard Beves 
Andrew Peter Bilenkij 
Daniela Blazeska 
Andre Rafael Rodriguez Borromeo 
Clare Therese Bourke 
Scott Graeme Bradburn 
Michael Ian Buck 
Zul Hazimin Buhan 
Natalie Liza Carrion 
Kirsten J ane Chalk 
Boon Keong Martin Chan 
Wing Sze Chan 




Wai Ming Lucia Chun 
Wing Mei Chung 
Cedomir Cizmic 
Mirjana Cizmic 
Anna Branthwaite Clarke 
Kurt Russell Clifton 
Stuart Brian Cloney 
Vincent James Costa 
Daniel N athan Cram 




Selina Bedia Dombekcioglu 
Dewi Ekasari 
Sarah Louise Ellis 
Regina Wapu Epoa 
Lisa Susanne Evans 
Benjamin Josef Fock 
Tenielle Jayne Forster 
BikChi Fung 
Ching Yee Sandy Fung 
Donny Galella 
Vikesh Gokal 
Kim Elise Greenwood 
Christopher Antony Gregory 
Mohamed Hage 
Edy Halim 
Julie Irene Hamilton 
Melissa Catherine Haynes 
Wai Ling Elaine Ho 
Yuet Ming Capty Ho 
Duc Minh Hoang 





Nicole Emma Kapp 
Kristy Anne Kelly 





Chun Hang Lai 
Ho Yin Lai 
Yuk Kuen Lam 
Po ShanLau 
Thanakorn Leelathayphawan 
Chi Kong Leung 
Ching Han Leung 
Kin Hang Leung 
Yee Man Fiona Leung 
Michael David Levy 
Justin George Lewis 
Yat Chui Li 
Christopher Liando 
Linda 
Bachelor of Commerce with Merit 
Narumol Akarawanit 




Sharon Elizabeth Brown 
Suzana Cergovski 
Shing Kit Chan 
Wai Ying Chan 
Rajah Chansinghakul 
Nicole Kim Connon 
Kaumudi Cuthbertson 
Jennifer Anne Elvy 
Travis Raymond Faulks 
Tak Sum Fung 
Simone Joy Funnell 
Nancy Garatzias 
Adrian Ben Garnero 
Robert Lloyd Giffard 
Casey Leonard Greenberg 
Cassandra Jane Grimditch 
Paul Jeffrey Hastings 
Nicolas Heimermann 
Angela Margaret Johnston 




Euan Daniel Lay 
Lei Lei Lee 
Marguritta Jemma Lee 
Yiu Man Lee 
Tink Yuk Leung 
WingYinLo 
Jia Yin Loh 
Elizabeth Jane Piper 
Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) 
Chee-Fon Chang 
Ya-Hui Chiu 
Simeon Edward Coghlan 
Mark Stephen Galbraith 
[ngrid Anne Nell 
Kwok Kuen Ni 
Joshuah Vaughan Williams 
Class I 
Class n, Division 1 
Class n, Division 1 
Class n, Division 1 
Class n, Division I 
Class 11, Division 1 
Class I 
Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) 
and University Medal 1999 
Jennifer Fish Class I 
Graduate Certificate in Banking and Finance 
Belinda Emily Kinyany 
Graduate Certificate in Marketing 
Jeffrey John Galang 
Barbara Anne Lambert 
Graduate Diploma in Commerce 
Anthony Stephen Armstrong 
Mansoor Siddique Balouch 
Faiz Ali Cheema 
Yuan Yuan Chen 
Kazuko Fukuda 
Nerida Maxine Grant 
Andy Hobeika 
Ellen Toeleiu Keir 
Seung Weon Lee 
Faisal Mumtaz Tarar 
Mark Lawrence Taylor 
Master of Commerce 
Justin Kendall Bell 
Alicia Kathleen Bickett 
Hoi Yan Chan 
Shu-Lin Chen 
Krissanee Chotayaseehanat 
Christy Wai Lan Chu 
Fanny Dalis 
Fotu Kuohiko Valeli Fisi'iahi 
Imal Fiscallutfi 
Eri Fizal 












Lisa Pauliina Kokkila 
Yaovalak Leardchanapornchai 




Ang Swat Lin Lindawati 





John Cornelius Oudejans 
Thayanan Phuaphanthong 
Jillian Maree Price 
Alonso Enrique Restrepo Puerta 
Riried Ridiani Kurnia 
Nur Indah Riwajanti 





Man Chui Maggie Tang 
Naovarut Thitayanun 




Pushpitha Sanjeev Wijesekar Abeyanyake 
Xiaojun Xia 
Da-ren Xie 
Ali Mohammad Yaftian 
Guorui Yang 
Chunxia Zhang 
Honours Master of Commerce 
Mai Ngo Thi Tuyet 
Gary Ian Noble 
Silas Davale Umaropi 
Diana Warren 
Honours Master of Information Systems 
Nabin Adhikari 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Accounting and Finance 
Jane Louise Andrew 
Thesis Title: "Reconsidering Nature and Accountability: The 
Possibilities of Strategic Post Modernism" 
Helen Joy Irvine 
Thesis Title: "Who's Counting? An Institutional Analysis of 
Expectations of Accounting in a Non-profit Religious/ 
Charitable Organisation within a Changing Environment" 
Annamaria Kurtovic 
Thesis Title: "Accounting through the Looking Glass: A 
Reflection of 20th Century Accounting Crises - The Mad 
Hatter's Tea Party and the Measurement Debate" 
Djoko Wintoro 
Thesis Title: "An Investigation of the Role of Trust in the 
Relationship between Pension Fund Ttustees and Investment 
Managers: An Indonesian Case Study" 
Department of Economics 
Stephen Paul Martin 
Thesis Title: "Labor and Financial De-regulation" 
Department of Information Systems 
Helen Hasan 
Thesis Title: "Information Support for the Sense-making 
Activity of Managers" 
Emeritus Professor 
Mr David Rome, Vice-Principal (Administration) 
will present for admission as an Emeritus Professor of the 
University: 
Dudley Jackson 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those people whose names appear in the program, 
but who are tlt1able to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
FACULTY OF CREATI VE ARTS 
FACULTY OF HEALTH & BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
9:45am Thursday, 27 July 2000 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Igitur 
National Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
choral Item - Freedom is coming (Trad.African) 
Pe,jormed by the Faculty ef Creative Arts' Vocal Ensemble. 
Directed by David Vance, BA(Hons) UNSW; BMus(Hons) Syd; LMusA; Sub-Dean, Faculty ef Creative Arts 
welcome 
The chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Prefessor Sharon Bell, Dean of the Faculty ef Creative Arts; Professor John Patterson, 
Acting Dean of the Faculty of Health & Behavioural Sciences;,and Professor Rob Norris, Dean ef the Faculty of Science.
Musical Interlude 
Nocturne from Trois Pieces Negres Pour Les Touches Blanches, Constant Lambert (1905-1951) 
Piano Duet: Bethany Morris and Bonnieanna Mitchell 
Bethany Morris and Bonnieanna Mitchell are second year BCA students mqjoring in Music Pe,jormance 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Dr Rosemary Stanton, AOM, BSc, C. Nutrition/Diet, GDipAdmin 
prominent Australian nutritionist. 
· Vote of Thanks
Ms J(im Nilson, MSc, will speak on behalf efher fellow graduates. 
Conclusion 
The chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fatifare 
Ensaladas ( Cl 6th Spanish) 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court efter the ceremony ( catering by the UniCentre). 
FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS 
Bachelor of Creative Arts 
Bryony Alice Anderson 
Kylie Dean-Willcocks 
Frances Bunji Elcoate 
John Goodall 
Jodi Elizabeth Grant 
Kylie-Ann Maree Hines 
Cena Josevska 
Amalia Kidd 
Keiren Lorae Langford 
Melissa Jean Liles 
Shenee Kim Morgan 
Seiko Tanabe 
Robert John Watts 
Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Arts 
Amber Marie Elliott 
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Honours) 
Rebecca Walker 
Master of Arts 
Susan Joy Gilroy 
Master of Creative Arts 
Ernie Blackmore 
Yu Yin Cheng 
Debra Kay Gully 
Catherine Ann Harrington 
Jing Wu 
Master of Journalism 
Muhammed Unus Alladin 
Robyn Wendy Ball 
Vincenzo Gino Carrabs 
Agathe De Saint-Denis 
Steven Jancetic 
Eungsoo Kim 
Lai Fan Lai 
KinBiuLau 
Linda Katherine Mcsweeny 
Graham Alan Parks 
Gertrude Tang Bik Shan 
Wai Man Tang 
Elizabeth Jean Tickner 
Wing Sing To 
Kuang-Ting Tsai 
Karl Robert Wilson 
Wai Hung Yeung 
Kam Ming Yu 
Class II, Division 1 
Honours Master of Arts 
Valerie Anne Kirk-Harkin 
Lena Ziegert 
Doctor of Creative Arts 
Wallace Bruce Crossman 
Thesis Title: "Personal Creative Process towards a Pacific­
European Identity" 
Debra Dawes 
Thesis Title: " Painting the Lines of Connection between 
Time, Space and Memory" 
Clem Gorman 
Thesis Title: "The Male Line" and Epic Drama: An Investi­
gation of Epic Drama in Theory and in Practice Using 
Traditional Sources" 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Anne Power 
Thesis Title: "Voice Identity: A Study of Central Characters 
in Operas in Australia 1988 - 1998" 
Journalism 
Margaret Dombkins 
Thesis Title: "The Relationship of Strategy to Newspaper 
Organisation Success" 
FACULTY OF HEALTH 
AND BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Arts 
Nicole Louise Bailey 
Sarah Renae Lowrie 
Peta Therese Nelson 
Meagan Louise Sanders 
Edwina Constance Sullivan 
Luen Kun Kitty Tse 
Bachelor of Exercise Science 
Anh Ngoc Vo 
Bachelor of Nursing 
Katrina May Bell 
Melanie Bradford 
Angela Genevieve Bryant 
Lin Lin Cheng 
Angela Bernadette Gerke 
Yumiko Ikezawa 
Atsuko Ishizaka 





Hoi Lun Helen Poon 
Kunie Sato 
Yoshie Taguchi 
Noel Alopilya Tanku 
Brooke Lee Vickery 
Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics 
Stephanie Ruth Dennis 
Bachelor of Science 
Joe Abed 
Warren Preston Bell 
Marisa Joanne Bialowas 
Christy Lee Blackmore 
Sandra Ruth Bucci 
Susannah Jane Burrell 
Nadine Campbell 
Sze Yan Ch an 
Melanie Cheel 
MarieConn 
Susan Elizabeth Cottrell 
Danielle Evelyn Elliott 
Kathryn Louise Fitzsimmons 
Elizabeth Anne F1etcher 
Sandra Moraa Getuba 
Michelle Dianne Greville 
David Andrew Hammer 
Michael John Harvey 
Rosemary Henderson 
Brendan James Hooton 
Bahia Therese Humphries 
Clare Kirkpatrick 
Kellie Anne Koroneos 
Renee Lee Lintescu 
Phuong Diem Luong 
Bethany Jane McCarthy 
Anthony John McCoy 
Alison Jane Nichols 
Louise O'Donnell 
Sandra Lee Peeters 
Erin Jane Philp 
Sharon Lea Philpott 
N atalie Emma Radbum 
Sally Ann Rankin 
Trent Andrew Raymond 
Barbara Anne Robbins-Harvey 
Alicia May Rodgers 
Janet Sallabank 
James Scott 
Rebecca Michelle Seib 
Melanie Amanda Smith 
Alexandra Lee Sydenham 
Nadine Anne Taylor 
Nicholas Terrone 
Marnie June Trostian 
Carmel Maree Wilkinson 
Rodney Phi lip Willis 
Elizabeth Fay Wilson 
Min Zhuo 
Mariana Zurak 
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Commerce 
Belinda Ruth Deeb 
Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics (Honours) 
Susannah Jane Burrell Class n, Division I 
Bachelor of Psychology (Honours) 
Tania Kristen Cartmill 
Heather Maree Davey 
Katherine Fiona Millar 
University Medal 1999 
Class I 
Class n, Division 1 
Class I 
David Raymond St Quintin (BPsyc (Hons) Class I conferred 
in December 1999) 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Trevor Patrick Crowe Class I 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) and 
University Medal 1999 
Meaghan Elizabeth Binder Class I 
Toby Charles Thomas (BSc(Hons) Class r 
conferred in May 1999) 
Nigel Turner (BSc(Hons) 
conferred in December 1999) 
Class I 
Graduate Certificate in Health Policy and 
Management 
Rita Lavender 
Graduate Certificate in Indigenous Health 
Studies 
Eila Dagmar Kyllikki Leppanen 
Graduate Certificate in Nursing 
Denise Ruth Christiansen 
Graduate Diploma in Applied Psychology 
Raymond Tsz Man Leung 
Raewyn Margaret McElnea 
Robyn Alison Merrilees 
Kathryn Mulligan 
Annemarie Sorenson 
Graduate Diploma in Nursing 
Carmel Patricia Partridge 
Dale Elizabeth Phi pps 
Susan May Tait 
Graduate Diploma in Psychodynamic 
Therapy 
Peter Lawrence Beagley 
Jennifer Judith Randall 
Pamela Joy Studd 
Graduate Diploma in Public Health 
Lesley Anne Dickens 
Anne Marie French 
Claylia Hill 
Bohui Liu 
Heidi Page Tillotson 
Graduate Diploma in Science 
Anthony Badry 
Catherine Helen Biggs 
Elizabeth Helen Brooker 
Leanne Maree Curry 
Meagan Joan Hamer 
Celia Anne Kemp 
Master of Clinical Psychology 
Jane Buhler 
Frederic James Goodfellow 
Grahame Victor Gould 
Kealey Worthen 
Master of Health Management 
Jabin Banu Ali 
Judith Thomas 
Master of Indigenous Health Studies 
Diane Devenish Bennett 
Vicki Ann Bradford 
Carolyn Challinor 
Carol Ann Eddington 
Glenda Jessop 
Angela Nye 
Master of Nursing 
Hsun-Ying Chuang 
Amanda Jane Havenhand 
Hui Hsin Huang 
Sugandh Thapa 
Master of Psychology 
Natalie Michelle Glaser 
Judy Anne Pickard 
Master of Public Health 
Jamshed Ali 
Sardar Aurang Zeb 
AyazAyub 
MichelJe Linda Brotherton 
Delphine Gay 
Pamela Elizabeth Grootemaat 
Benjamin Ten'ence Grounds 
Wahid Gul 
Hameed Azam Khan 




Syed Minhaj Ul Haq 
Jessie Yaipupu 
Master of Science 
Deborah Anne Brooke 
Susan Joy Brown 
Cassandra Creighton 
Justine Rae Elliott 
Kristie Fletcher 
Robert GOl'don 
Sarah Lisbeth Gordon 
Step hen David Groombridge 
David Hehir 
Anne Therase Hinton 
Man (Mandy) Ho 
David Wilson Keys 
Monica Irene Kubizniak 
Raymond C Mc Henry 
Heather Louise McKern 
Mary Theresa McMahon 
Kerry Elaine Morrison 
Kim Pauline Nilson 
J ane Maxine Quinn 
Simon Rathbone 
Ibtisam Saleh 
Kylie Therese Shakeshaft 
Vi'ctoria Tsoulos 
Honours Master of Arts 
Jennifer Myra Delany 
Cristina Pastore 
Honours Master of Science 
Deborah Louise Burrows 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Biomedical Sciences 
Rungchai Chaunchaiyakul 
Thesis Title: "Thoraco-pulmonary Mechanics-Interaction of 
Age and Habitual Physical Activity" 
Ben Jin Wu 
Thesis Title: "Role of Membranes in Determining the 
Molecular Activity of the Sodium Pump" 
Nursing 
Parvin Niknafs 
Thesis Title: "Identification of Intrauterine Growth Re-
stricted Babies: Development of an IUGR Index" 
Psychology 
Lucy Jean Blunt 
Thesis Title: "Professional Burnout in Child Protection 
Workers" 
Geoffry Daniel Pearce 
Thesis Title: "An Investigation into the Relationships 
between Perfectionism with Locus of Control and Coping 
Style; Familial Socialisation Effects and Perfectionism; and 
the Development of Four Categories of Perfectionism" 
Patricia Mary Weekes 
Thesis Title: "Giving Birth to and Parenting Children with 
Developmental Disabilities: An Application of Personal 
Construct Psychology" 
KelTie May Wilde 
Thesis Title: "Psychophysiology of Positive and Negative 
Affect" 
Shahin Yarahmadi 
Thesis Title: "Metabolic Abnormalities in Women who have 
had Gestational Diabetes Mellitus (GDM) one year 
previously" 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
Bachelor of Science 
Renee Allen-Narker 
Nadia Evadne Bradley 
Gareth Norman Brownlee 
Peter James Butler 
Bryon Thomas Camin 
Chad Thomas Davison 
Nicholas Eacott 
Cyrelle Field 
Matthew Brian Fuller 
Amy Humphries 
Victoria Kirsten J ames 
Jake Johnston 
Matthew Lee Keller 
Van Thi Le 
Lina Lina 
Po-Yu Lu 
Benjamin Andrew Mang 
Cherie Eleanor McPhee 
Benjamin James Neilsen 
Mavise Sharon Nyipong 
Chandarkesh Pala 
Christopher Pennay 
Phillip Morgan Power 
Kylie Anne Rolls 
Jodi Elaine Spence 
Kara Louise Storey 
Lee Matthew Taylor 
Adriana Terreros 
Tobgay Tobgay 
Belinda Jane Trkulja 
My Linh Truong 
Graeme Arthur Wolff 
Ruth Wendy Zylstra 
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Arts 
John Wilson 
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) 
Caitlin Anne Delaney 
Christine Mat'gat'et Gillen 
Karl Adam Hassan 
Vu Nguyen 
Rachael Kim Shepherd 
Class n, Division 1 
Class I 
Class I 
Class n, Division I 
Class n, Division I 
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) 
and University Medal 1999 
Leonie Ann Cluse Class I 
Bachelor of Environmental Science (Honours) 
Kate Yvette Anderson 
Michael James Bell 
Ruth Ann Connor 
Michael David Cutting 
University Medal 1999 
Class n, Division 1 
Class n, Division I 
Class I 
Class n, Division 2 
Melinda Pickup (BEnvSc (Hons) Class I conferred in 
December 1999) 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Marc Adam Roy Barnard 
David Bosma 
Peter Matthew Carolan 
Daniel James Deen 
Stephen Thomas Guy 
Jenae Louise Kennedy 
Joanne Elizabeth Lewis 
Benjamin Jason Owers 
Benjamin Stanley Stew art 
Adam Douglas Switzer 
David Christopher Woods 
Class n, Division 2 
Class n, Division I 
Class n, Division I 
Class n, Division 1 
Class n, Division 1 
Class III 
Class II, Division I 
Class n, Division I 
Class I 
Class n, Division I 
Class n, Division 2 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) Advanced 
Mark Aaron Peterson Class I 
Bachelor of Science (Honours), 
Bachelor of Arts 
Karen Josephine Fildes 
Master of Science 
Sue Lyn Ku 
Raj Kumar Kunapa Raju 
Yingkai Liu 
Rubendra Chan Naidu 
Class n, Division I 
Honours Master of Environmental Science 
Bronwyn Helen Bradshaw 
Lenka Dostal 
Joanne Elicia Taylor 
Honours Master of Science 
Zheng Tian 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Biological Sciences 
Nicholas Matthew Andronicos 
Thesis Title: "A Mechanism for Glu-Plasminogen Binding: An 
Important Aspect of the Plasminogen Activation Cascade" 
Michael Andrew Liew 
Thesis Title: "Analysis of Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor 
Type 2 (PAI-2) Expression of the Cell Surface of Monocytic 
Cell Lines and Human Peripheral Blood Leukocytes" 
Matthew Joseph O'Mullane 
Thesis Title: "The Interaction of Plasminogen with the Cell 
Surface: Involvement of Plasminogen Binding and Activa-
tion during Cell Death" 
Darren Saunders 
Thesis Title: "Structure - Function Relationships in Plas-
minogen Activator Inhibitor Type - 2 (PAI-2)" 
Chemistry 
Vickie Aboutanos 
Thesis Title: "Preparation and Characterisation of Novel 
Conducting Polymer Colloids" 
Andrew Aquilina 
Thesis Title: "Preaction of 3-Hydroxykynurenine with Lens 
Proteins and Synthetic Peptides" 
Xiaojun Yang 
Thesis Title: "Separation and Purification of Proteins using 
Novel Polymer Structures" 
Honorary Doctor of Philosophy 
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice-Chancellor of the University, 
will present for admission to the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy honoris causa: 
Rosemary Allison Stanton 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those people whose names appear in the program, 
but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
9:45am Friday1 28Ju� 2000 
The Procession 
The Assemb� is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Igitur 
National Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
choral Item - Ipharadisi (Trad. African) 
Pe,formed by the Faculty ef Creative Arts' Vocal Ensemble. 
Directed by David Vance, BA (Hons) UNS W; BMus(Hons) Syd; LMusA; Sub-Dean, Faculty ef Creative Arts 
welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr Greg Bourne, BSc(Hons) W. Aust, Regional President/Director, 
BP Amoco Australia & New Zealand 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Prefessor Rob Castle, 
Dean of the Faculty ef Commerce. 
Musical Interlude 
My Knight in Shining Armour from Boojum! Martin Wesley-Smith (b.1945) 
Danielle Murphy-Durland, soprano; Lisa Bara/di, piano 
Danielle Murphy-Durland and Lisa Bara/di are m� oring in Music Pe,jormance as part ef the BCA degree 
Presentation ef Awards (continued) 
Vote ef Thanks 
Ms Geraldine Leslie, MBA, will speak on behalf qf her fellow graduates. 
Conclusion 
The chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assemb� is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Farifare 
Ensaladas ( C16th Spanish) 
Refreshments will be served in the University Court after the ceremony (catering by the Uni Centre). 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Rachael Jane Madge 
Siu Ying, Shrin Man 
Alexander Manning 
Guy Adam Manno 
lsotolo Kosi Mataele 
Vlado Mazevski 
David John McIntyre 
Rebecca Louise Milne 
Toshihiko Miyao 
Alicia Kay Mossman 
Shaun Denis Mulcahy 
Peter Bryan Mulcair 
Fransiska Kristiani Muliorahardjo 
Christopher Ame Muul 
Clarissa N ah 
Timothy Joseph Nesbitt 
Po Yiu Ng 
Wan Kei Vicki Ng 
Steven James Norris 
William Toshiaki Onishi 
Scott Kenneth Parr 
Annabel Paule 
Gareth Charles Phillips 
Nicholas Polimenakos 














Carrie Ka Yee Siu
Sharmila Sivashanmugam
Damien Smith








Kwan Keung Tang 
Renee Alyson Taylor 
Piyachet Thunwattanakul 
Hon Kwan Max Tse 
Nga Ting Tse 
Shek Hang Tse 
Sheng-Wen Tseng 
Chi Yung Tsui 
Deana Lavenia Ufiamorat 
Jonathan Andrew Volker 
Haytham Wafa 
Adam Alexander Wainberg 
Shing Lung Wan 
Widyawati Wihardjo 
Jason Scott Williams 
Stuart Arthur Peter Woolley 
Hui-Ying Yang 
Thian Swee Yong 
Garrick Yu 
Shuen Na Yu 
Hoi Sze Yuen 
Wai Fan Yuen 
Hoi Ng Yung 
Wing Ho Yung 
Bachelor of Commerce with Merit 
Davina Mansell 
David Robert Mayor 
Andrew Gaden Morton 
Andri Budiaman Otto 
Brett Jason Owers 
Cameron Grant Poulton 
Marnie Rossandich 
Lauren Amanda Russell 
Natalie Dale Sargeant 
Natacha Seiss 
Bruno Stefano Sirianni 
Chan Kwan Joyce So 
Lenny Tanuwidjaja 
Umadevi Thanabalan 
Maria Del Carmen Velardo 
Yuet Ling Yeung 
Graduate Certificate in Business 
Administration 
Kazuo Araki 
Mohammed Zahed Hossain 
Graduate Certificate in Management 
Rodney Maxwell Baker 
Christopher John Brucki 





John Cyril Hams 
Kevin Hilton 
William Joseph Lardner 
Bernard Kevin Liston 
Stephen John Liversidge 
Gary Leif Matlock 
Brian Anthony Moir 
Christopher Robert Moss 
Edward William Oldfield 
Christopher Raymond Olen 
Gary Raymond Olsen 
Michael John Smith 
Patrick Stafford 
Robert Sullivan 
Graeme James Waldron 
Graduate Certificate in Total Quality 
Management 
Martina Marie Lismore 
Graduate Diploma in Business Administration 
Brett Andrew Cupitt 
David Kenneth Wedgewood 
Graduate Diploma in Commerce 
Andrew Clark 
Graduate Diploma in Total Quality 
Management 
David John Harding 
Victor Alan Mon'is 
Master of Business Administration 
Aashish 
Wa1eed R Ebrahim Al Baker 
Tahseen Anwer Arshi 
Rajinder Singh Bassan 
Justin Peter Bensley 
HuiBu 
Philippa Jean Budgen 
Andrew John Cornford 
Michael Herbett Edwards 
Dean Joseph Gardiner 
John David James 
Shabbir Kermali 
Chi Fai, Davis Lam 
Ya Nan Li 
Dong Liu 
Michael Mile Miladinovski 
Imteyaz Mohammad 
Gangappa Nirmala 
Ramakrishnan Narayan Rajan 
Barry Sidney Silburn 
Toru Suda 
Peter Granville Towson 
Rasesh Trivedi 
Alfredo Augusto Trujillo Leiva 
Ming-Ju Tsai 
Steve John Wade 
Bt1an AlIen Ward 
LinZhu 
Master of Business Administration with Merit 
Adriansyah Adenan 
Amit Agrawal 
Gerard Andrew Joseph Bourke 
Frank Raymond Cetinski 
Kangsadan Chungchoo 
David John Collins 
Donna Lynne Dark 
Ronald Antonius M. De Jongh 
Karen Ann Dixon 




Scott Douglas Haig 
David Mark Hall 
Craig Heidrich 
Scott George John Kendall 
Geraldine Leslie 
Belen Lopez 
Ferdy Cesario Martin 
Brian Joseph Moran 
HaoNg 
Carl John Pemberton 
Edward Charles Stauber 
Erica Jane Sturman 
Justin Adrian Titterton-Smith 
Stephen Turner 
David Kevin Conrick Walker 
Frank Douglas Wallner 
Adhi Sulistyo Wibowo 
Coretta Gail Williams 
Master of International Business 
Mohammad Abdullah Al Shiblee 
Andrieady Aminuddin 




Steven Anthony Cario 
Pi Yu Chang 
Theppakorn Chayawiwatkul 
Quen Kiong Chia 
Tah Wen David Chiang 
Muktar Hossain Chowdhury 
Qin Cui 
Tanikan Dangthanom 








Kazi Emranul Haque 
Julie Frances Hartono 
Ruri Nurul Hayati 
Herman 










Tak Fung Kong 
Hsin-Jung Kuo 
Kam Hon, Marc Kwok 
Karen Lazaroo 
Nguang Hung Stephen Lee 
Yan Chee, Michael Lee 







Maria Isabel Motta 
Narendran Muthukumar 
Pornphat Na Bangchang 
Ban Chuan Neo 
Siew Loon, Stewart Ng 
MengYau Ong 
Arsyad Pahlevi 
Hsiao-Ching Sabrina Peng 
Nitaya Phetcheadchin 
Monathy Ploisook 





Pardeep Singh Sandhu 
Kanit Sangmookda 
Carlos Daniel Serra 
Md Nura Alam Siddique 
Premsuk Silatanakom 
Pradit Siriphatthanaphullph 
Aditya Hardiyanto Soehono 





George Luis Taveras Garcia 
Songtham Temboonsaran 










Siew Yong, Douglas Wong 
YaChen You 




Master of International Business with Merit 
Yuwadee Bumroongvityapan 
Celine Irene Chabrier 
Wei Chen 




Hsing Ju Hu 
Vincent Bruno Larger 
Sebastien Miliotis 
Agung Sadmono Nugroho 





Master of Logistics and Operations 
Management 
Krit Preukjinda 
Master of Quality Management 
Jon Hoogland 
Sharon Louise Hoogland 
Bryan Dudley Jones 
ChingLan So 
Honours Master of Total Quality Management 
Timothy James Bradnick 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Economics 
Diana Jane Catherine Kelly 
Thesis Title: "Academic Industrial Relations in Australia: An 
Historical Overview" 
Fellow of the University 
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice-Chancellor, will present as a 
Fellow of the University: 
William George Hilzinger 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those people whose names appear in the program, 
but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
FACULTY OF LAW 
2:30pm Friday, 28 Ju~ 2000 
The Procession 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem - Gaudeamus Igitur 
National Anthem - Advance Australia Fair 
Choral Item - Freedom is coming (Trad.African) 
Peiformed by the Faculty of Creative Arts' Vocal Ensemble. 
Directed by David Vance, BA (Hons) UNS Wj BMus(Hons) Sydj LMusAj LMusAj Sub- Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts 
Welcome 
The Chancellor,Mr Michael H Codd,AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Anne Pauwels, Dean of the Faculty of Artsj professor John 
Pafferson, Dean of the Faculty of Educationj and Associate professor Robin Handley, Dean of the Faculty of Law. 
Musical Interlude 
charas No. 1, Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959) 
Scoff Borg,guitar 
Scott Borg is studyingfor a double degree in Law and Creative Arts, mtiforing in Music Peiformance. 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Dr Eve~n Scott, Chairperson, Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation 
Vote of Thanks 
Ms Nicole Murphy, B CA, LLB (Hons) I will speak on behalf ofher fellow graduates. 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Farifare 
Ensaladas (C16th Spanish) 
Rifreshments will be served in the University Court qfter the ceremony (catering by the UniCentre) . 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 
John Abercrombie 
Lucia Adamovic 
Brook Edward Amott 
Philip Sun Arriat 
Stephen John Bartolo 
Selvi Adriana Batara 
Debra Bawden-Key 
Sara Beccari 
Sonia Elizabeth Birmingham 
Thongsanti Bounthongvongsaly 
Christie Marie Bowmaker 
VionaAngrainy Budiarman 
Nathan Trevor Burling 
Thomas Castets 
Michael William Clifford 
Jill Coleman 
Peta Renee Collins 
Penelope Elizabeth Cook 
Margaret Marie Corbett 
Lisa Fiona Costabile 
Joyce Diamond 
Matthew John Dunn 
Osman Murat Erol 
David Luke Fildes 
Desmond Patrick Fitzsimons 
Jeanette Frangoff 
Mariko Fujita 
Wai Han Fung 
Francesca Luisa Gazzola 
Kim Marie Hapgood 
Rachael Louise Harding 
Christophe Hascoet 
Michelle Anne Hayes 
Magdalene Clara Heaslip 
Sarah Patricia Hewitt 
Carina Elisabeth Hickling 
Prudence Jane Holby 
Nathan James Hook 
Jane Maree Irons 
Ian Johnston 
Masahito Kazaoka 
Gordon Cecil Kennard 
Catherine Janet Ken-
Mei Ling Liu 
Jane Louise MacCulloch 
Brett Andrew Maguire 
Cameron Thomas Malcher 
Matthew John Martin 
Sarah Mary Maltin 
Christopher Robelt Mather 
Matthew Charles Miller 
Debbie Lee Myers 
Michelle Rose Newman 
Joshua James Nicholson 
Wiyansand Nurdin 
Susanne Joy O'Neill 
KyJie Theresa Osbome 
Graham Alan Parks 
Linda Catherine Pearson 
Andrew lain Pirie 
Stacey Laraine Polidano 




Catherine Mary Rice 
Rosie J ulie Russell 
Junichi Saito 
Mary Antonette Sarnra 
Lindy Jane Saxon 
Zella Loretta Schwenke 
Satoko Shinden 
Hiromi Shinoda 
Amy James Sibraa 
Bonnie Jan Spencer 
Loretta Anne Steiger 
Erika Steller 
Tracey Lonae Sullivan 
Alexandra Lee Sydenham 
Imran Abed Talib 
Kenie Christine Tassaker 
Yeaynealem Tekele Getu 
Nathan Andrew Thompson 
Catherine Patricia Wallace 
Ian Paul Waters 
Kerryn Wilder 
Kevin Ghim Soon Yeoh 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Commerce 
Brendon David Hully 
Samantha Joy Rixon 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of 
Commerce with Merit 
Ingrid Anne Nell 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) 
Stephen John Bartolo 
Cheryl Lindsay Cameron 
Class n, Division I 
Class n, Division 1 
Dominic Neil Holloway Class n, Division I 
Cheryl Marion Kistan Class U, Division I 
Lynda Elizabeth Anne Pinnington-Wilson 
Class n, Division 1 
Ts'ai Chiun Pok Class n, Division I 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) and 
University Medal 1999 
Philip King 
Graduate Diploma in Arts 
Diane Margaret Briggs 
Ingrid Anne Nell 
Joanne Poulios 
Samantha Joy Rixon 
Master of Arts 
Afthab Ahamed 
Timoci Tuituba Koroi 
Yogeeta Narsey Lal 
Ruth Mutia 
Pany Soe Ling Oei 
Juckkapund Phungchanchaikul 
Naoto Sudo 
Honours Master of Arts 
Brendan Noel D'Arcy 
Catherine Mae Grantham 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Class I 
Communication and Cultural Studies 
Geoffrey Loxton Sykes 
Thesis Title: "Semiotics as a Logic of Action" 
Victoria Louise-Ward 
Thesis Title: "Dominance and Difference: Re-defining 
Whiteness in Australia" 
English Studies 
Gregory James Ratc1iffe 




Thesis Title: "Language Maintenance and Language 
Attrition Among Second Generation Italian Speakers in the 
Illawan-a" 
Science, Technology and Society 
Bessie Burgos 
Thesis Title: "Re-thinking Technology Transfer in the 
Agriculture Sector: The Case of The Philippines" 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
Bachelor of Education 
Physical and Health Education 
Susan Corey 
Michael James Lane 
Natalie Lyndel Towns 
Primary Education 
Kathleen Jane Bonner 
Grant Matthew Colquhoun 
Kristine Annette Cindy Davis 
Melissa Anne de Wit 
Michael Kenneth Hyam 
Dean Andrew Kellaway 
Elizabeth Ann Kuschel 
Bany Niall O'Connor 
Michael John Prior 
Sharon Puckeridge 




Bachelor of Teaching 
Early Childhood 
Stephen Edward Beattie 
Christie Lee Miller 
Belinda Joy Murphy 
Natalie Ann Wells 
Primary 
Michael Roger Bond 
Anne-Marie Brewster 
Rebekah Leah Cotterell 
Tanya Michelle Delaney 
Rachel Louise Ellem 
Nicholas Kerry Feakes 
Nisrine Hijazi 
Priscilla Marie Shuttleworth 
TelTi-Lee Thomson 
Glenn Neil Trenear 
Bachelor of Education (Honours) 
Eileen Joan Day Class n, Division 2 
Carroll Eileen Lorenz 
Natalie Lyndel Towns 
University Medal 1999 
Class II, Division I 
Class II, Division I 
Gabrielle Holly O'Flynn (BEd (Hons) Class I conferred in 
December 1999) 
Ryan John Park (BEd (Hons) Class I conferred in December 
1999) 
Graduate Certificate in Adult 
Career Development 
Wendy Joan Dummett 
Lene Jensen 
Jill McAlister 
Evelyn Isa Smith 
Graduate Certificate in Computer 
Based Learning 
Susie Yee Ling Phe 
Graduate Certificate in Gifted Education 
Valerie Robyn Mann 
Graduate Certificate in Language Education 
Denise Angela Melocco 
Graduate Certificate in Special Education 
Tanya Charmaine Di Pietro 
Judith Anne Hutchinson 
Graduate Certificate in TESOL 
Amadine Clerc 
Kaoru Kudo 
Margaret Eleanor McKenzie 
Ralph Frank Sanders 
Graduate Diploma in Adult 
Education and Training 
Colin Gent 
Dawn Goldman 
Edward John Gosek 
Lynda Lewis 
Michele Elizabeth Peden 
Graduate Diploma in Education 
Gerald Buckley Chamberlain 
Marnie Etheridge 
Christine Margaret Lainson 
Joanne Louise Lyons 
David WaIter John O'Keefe 
Andrew lain Pirie 
Jason Francis Shoebridge 
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies 
(School Administration) 
Gregor Frederick Newton 
Graduate Diploma in TESOL 
Barbara Ruth Gurney 
James Thomas Scott 
Master of Education 
Rosemary Catherine AIger 
Sergio Ambrosi 
Nivia Batista 
Janet Christine Binns 
Pamela Elizabeth Bossard 
Janine Maree Boyd 
Diana Marion Brand 
Janis Maxine Brodie-Grant 
Mary Catherine Carroll 
Pao-Man Chang 
Michael Paul Critchley 
David Edward Croft 
Robert Allan Doyle 
Elizabeth Louise Drummond 
Catherine Jane Eldridge 
Sharon Anne Elliott 




Brian Peter Jones 
Yoo Jung Jung 
Sharon Anne Lane 
Sook Hee Lee 
Xiao Mei Liu 
Christopher Julian Mahon 
Stuart James McLean 
Myra Aidrin Mohd Ali 
Sima Motallebi 
Malcolm Douglas Nelson 
Dominique Rene Parfish 
James William POl'caro 






Jou Ni Wang 
Katie Kim Waters 
Matthew David Young 
Jacqueline Gaye Zelinsky 
L 
Master of Studies in Education 
Gregor Frederick Newton 
Honours Master of Education 
John Mervyn Pheeney 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Dell Elizabeth Brand 
Thesis Title: "A Longitudinal Study of Behaviour-Disor-
dered Adolescence and the Effects on them of a Wilderness-
Enhanced Program" 
Lori Ann Lockyer 
Thesis Title: "Delivering Health Education via the World 
Wide Web: An Investigation of Knowledge Construction, 
Attitude and Behaviour Change within Collaborative 
Learning Environments" 
Gregg Stewart Rowland 
Thesis Title: "The Management of School-Based Staff 
Development in Australian Secondary Schools" 
Roderick Sims 
Thesis Title: "Learners as Actors: Strategies for Computer-
Enhanced Learning Encounters" 
FACULTY OF LAW 
Bachelor of Laws 
Brian M Brady 
Mellissa Buchanan 
J ason Charles Lee 
Ilona Maher 
Michal Julius Mantaj 
Sonya Lea McKay 
Maria Panayioti Michael 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws 
Ricky James Nolan 
Angela Victoria Susanto 
Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Laws 
Stuatt John Pearce 
Justin Matthew Sanders 
Bachelor of Commerce with Merit, 
Bachelor of Laws 
Daniel John Hopper 
Alison Heidi Levell 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Michelle Lynda Bryant-Smith Class II, Division 2 
Peter Corkish 
Megan Lee Foster 
Laurence Wei Yong Thoo 
Class n, Division 2 
Class II, Division 2Hon 
Class II, Division 2 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Erin Armstrong Barker 
Sandra Farhat 
Vanessa Ford 
Douglas Alexander Haley 
Jacqueline Hartman 
Aaron Noel Kernaghan 
David Jonathon Lewis 
Katherine Pike 
Gabrielle Steedman 
Emilie Jane Sutton 
Sally Elizabeth Traynor 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division I 
Class I 
Class II, Division 1 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 1 
Class II, Division 1 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division I 
Class II, Division 1 
Bachelor of Commerce with Merit, 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Larissa Suzette Baxter 
Craig lan Clllcas 
Michael John Hatfield 
Andrew John Miller 
Paul Nguyen 
Louise Ann Peters 
Jane Emma Wright 
University Medal 1999 
Class n, Division 1 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 1 
Class II, Division 2 
Class II, Division 2 
Class I 
Ashley Argyris Tsacalos (BCom with Merit, LLB (Hons) 
Class I conferred in December 1999) 
Bachelor of Creative Arts, 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Nicole Ursula Murphy Class 11, Division 2 
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice 
Georgina Alicia Alford 
Gregory Keith Anderson 
Alexander Bentancor 
Frederic Ernest Cann 
Robert John Chatfield 
Peter Seamus Dowdall 
Megan Lee Foster 
Michelle Gardner 
Laurence ran Gilbert 
Habib George Harb 
Ismail Hasan 
Carolyn Elisabeth Hough 
Michele Louise Imlay 
Justin Hee-Loong Jiang 
Melanie Kathleen Jones 
Eden Djeng Hui Law I 
Thong Nhut Luong 
Rebecca Kate Lyon 
Nicole Ursula Murphy 
Ivar Daniel Nell 
Angus Liam Christie O'Shea 
Matthew James Pike 
Alexandra Olivia Rofe 
Agnieszka Anna Rudziejewski 
Christopher Gregory Sheppard 
Paul John Stanley 
Jennifer Stone 
Angela Victoria Susanto 
Entilie Jane Sutton 
Andrew James Symes 
Fesaitu Selina Etika Taito 
Angela Louise Taylor 
Colleen Ainsley Worthy-Jennings 
Lynda Robyn Young 
Graduate Diploma in Natural Resources Law 
James Alexander Erskine 
Master of Law 
Juanita Chaves 
Pedro Miguel Reyes Reyes 
Philipp Weber 
Alexander Herman Werth 
Master of Natural Resources Law 
Geoffrey Waiter Holden 
Carla Joan Mooney 
Brett Christopher Whitworth 
Emeritus Professor 
Mr Jim Langridge, Vice-Principal (International) will 
present for admission as an Emeritus Professor of the 
University: 
James Mun'ay Wieland 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those people whose names appear in the program, 
but who are unable to be present at the ceremony. 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
:J)eljreej conferred blj lhe 
Univerjitlj Council 
since the December 1999 Graduation Ceremonies 
Bachelor of Education (TESOL) Honours Master of Education 
Robin Francine Willadsen-Lancien Grahame MacGregor Ramsay 
February 2000 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Bachelor of Business Adminstration Muralitharan Suppiah 
jayagopal April 2000 zili zhou 
Bachelor of Computer Science - Malaysia Honours Master of Science 
Chieng Hock Chueng june2000 juliati Utami 
Chin, Sylvia Ping Ping june2000 
Chung Ung shiu Daniel june2000 Doctor of Creative Arts 
Kueh Hong Kong Geoffiey june2000 Dong Wang Fan 
Lim, Terence, Heng Kiat june2000 
Liu, Chee Hau June 2000 Doctor of philosophy 
Tu, Chong Kwong june2000 Bernard Arthur Ellem 
Wong Huang Ching june2000 Darsono 
Wong,Alex Siew Kiung junc2000 julia Teresa Martinez 
Kyle Donovan Bruce 
Master of Arts Lorraine Michelle 
Alain Boyer February 2000 Markjohn Patterson 
Massoud Doroudian 
Master of Education Rodney Croft 
Arumugam Suntharalingam February 2000 shao- Wei Huang 
Van Bui Khanh 
Master of Engineering Practice Xiao-Lin Wang 
(Mechanical Engineering) XueLi 
Bambang Iskandriawan February 2000 
Amendments to the December 1999 Graduation Booklet 
The following names were omitted from, or were incorrect~ listed in the booklet: 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Daniel Lindsay Carr (class I) 



















Master of Science 
Qjan Wang 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
jillian Walsh (Class II Division 2) 
Bachelor of Mathematics, Bachelor of Arts 
Amy Lloyd 
~onorarlJ graduatej/ f:merifuj Pro/ejjorj!Je!/owj 











Prifessor Charles A M Gray (deca), Hon JMN, BSc ME syd, Hon DSc UNS W, CEng 
FIMechE, MICE, MIE Aust, FIE (Malaysia), Emeritus Prifessor University cif 
Malaya. 
Emeritus Prifessor Sir Rupert H Myers, KBE,AO, FAA, FTSE, MSc, phD, Hon DSc, Hon 
LLD Strath, Hon DEng N'c/~ Hon DLitt NSW, FIMMA, FRACI, FAusIMM, 
FAIM, FAICD,Hon FIEAust 
David Edwin Parry, BE syd, MIE Aust, MAus I.M.M 
Sir Robert Webster (deca), CMG, CBE,MC Hon DSc NSW, FASA 
Dlitt Edgar Beale (deca) 
DSc Sir Ian Munro McLennan, KBE, CBE, BEE Melb, Hon DEng Melb and Ncle (NSW) 
DLitt Waiter Pike, BA Exe, MA DipPA Lond, DipEd Camb, FACE 
DLitt Lindsay Michael Birt,AO, CBE, BAgrsc BSc phD Melb, DPhil OifHon LLD ShqJHon DSc 






Sir Richard Kirby, LLB syd 
Thistle Yolette Stead 
Sir Roden Cutler, VC, KCMG, KCVO, CBE, KStJ, BEc syd, Hon LLD syd, Hon DSc NSW 
and Newcastle (NS W), Hon Dlitt NE, Hon FCA 
John Henry Antill (deca), OBE, CMG 
MA(Hons)Luigi Strano 
Howard Knox Worner, CBE, DSc DEng Melb, Hon DSc Newcastle (NSW) Hon DSc La 
Trobe, 'ABSM, CEng, FAA, FTS, Hon MAusIMM, Hon FIEAust, FRACI, Hon 
FAIE, FIM, FIMM, MAIME 
DSc Daniel Tague, DipElec/Mech Eng, CEng 
Dlitt 
Dlitt 
Brian somerville Gillett, BA DipEd syd, ACES 














The Rt Honourable Michael Thomas Somare, PC, CH 
The Honourable Edward Gough Whit/am, AC, QC, BA LLB syd 
Allan ROY Sifton (deca) 
Franco Belgiorno-Nettis, CBE AM, BSc Turin 
LLD The Honourable Robert Marsden Hope,AC CMG LLB syd, QC 
Geqifrey Sawer (deca), BA LLM Melb 
DSc Joseph Mark Gani, BSc Lond, phD ANU; DSc Lond 
DSc Brian Thorley Loton, AC, BMetE Melb, FIEAust, MAusIMM MAIME, FAIM 
DLitt John Arthur Passmore, AC, MA HonDLitt syd, HonDLitt McM, FAHA, FASSA, FBA 
DCA Prifessor Roger Robert Woodward,AC, OM(Pol.), OBE, D.Mus(Hon)syd, D.Litt(Hon) 
NE,LI.D(Hon) A Ita, 
DCA(Hon) wgong,Staz.Ch.Nat.Ak.Mus. Warsaw, Cz.K(TiFC) Warsaw, DSCM, GSTC 
DSc Emeritus Pnifessor Raymond Chambers, AO, BEc DScEcon HonDSc Newcastle (NS W), 
FCPA, FASSA, Hon LLD Deakin 
DLitt The Most Reverend Richard Henry Goodhew, ThL AustCollTheol MA(Hons) Wgong 
LLD The HonourableJusticeJane Mathews, LLB syd 
LLD PatriciaJune O'shane, LLB, LLM (syd) AM. 
DSc Guy Kendall White, MSC (syd), DPhil( OW, Flnstp, FAIP FAA. 
DLitt Prifessor Dorothy L M J ones, MA NZ and A del BLitt Oif DLitt 











D.Litt Hon Deakin, D. Univ.Hon.jCU; FACE 
John Stocker, MBBS, phD Melb 
Herbert Flugelman 
The Honourable Barry Owen Jones AO, MA, LLB Melb, DLitt UT5, DSc Macq, D Univ 
S. Cross, FAA, FAHA, FTSE, FRSA Lond, FANZAAS 
The Honourable John Halden W ootton, AC, QC, BA LLB syd 
Arthur Meric Bloomfield Boyd (deca) 
Merion Frances Fox,AM BFd SturtCAE 
Richard Merle Lambrecht, BS Oregan, phD Nebraska 
Richard Leo Tognetti 
Guy Wilkie Warren 
1999 DLitt Francis Daniel Hayes 
DLitt Bruce Gordon 
Hon DSc Her Royal Highness Princess Chulabhorn Mahidol 
1978 Austin Keane (deca), MSc-9'd,phD NSW; DSc 
1981 Kenneth Alan Blakey, BA NZ, MSc Lond, BCom Me/b, DPhil Oif 
1985 Geoffrey Brinson, MSc Me/b,phD Shqf,MA(Hons) GradDip wgong 
1986 R Barry Leal, AM, Officer des Palmes Acaddmiques French Govt, Hon D.Litt usq MA DipEd -9'd, phD 
Qld,BDMCD 
1988 Brian H Smith, BE phD Ade/,MIEE, FIEAust 








Ian William chubb, MSc DPhil Oif 
J Lauchlan Carter chipman, MA LLB Me/b, BPhil, DPhil 0:1 Dip TertiaryEd NE 
James S Hagan, BA DipEd -9'd, phD ANU 
Barry Conygham, MA (Hons) -9'd, DMus Me/b 
Helen Garnett 
Pnifessor Kenneth R McKinnon, AUA A de/, BA BEd Qld, EdD Harv, D.Litt Hon. wgong, D.Litt Hon 
NSW; D.Litt Hon Deakin, D. Univ.Hon. (jCU), FACE 
Hugh Bradlow (Eng) Cape T; DPhil Oxon, FTS, MIEEE 
MurrayWilsonMANZ,MA W~phDMe/b 
James Edward Falk, BSc phD Monash 
John Goldring, BA LLB -9'd,LLM Co/, Barrister NSW; Barrister and solicitor ACTandPNG 
Peter A rn 0 Id, BE phD NSW; DSc, FTSE, FIEAust, CPEng 
pnifessor WilliamJohn Lovegrove, BA phD Qld,MAPsS 
Professor Gary John Anido, BE phD UNSW;MIEEE, FIEAust, CPEng 
1985 
1986 
Francis Neville ArkelI (deca) 
Ethel Hoskins Hay ton (deca) 
Hon. Lawrence B. Kel~ AM 
Mervyn Francis Xavier Nixon (deca) 
John Forrest Haymen clark, AM, BMechE Me//;, FIEAust 
Burton Challice Moldrich, BA Cey/, Dip Tertiary Ed NE 
Robert John Butler Pearson, (deca) AM, FIM, AMTC, MAusIMM, FIMMA, FAIM 
1988 John Frederick Bell 
Colin Denley 
Gerald Anthony Freed, BSc Man0 MIBME, BSc(Hons) Man0 FAIM C.Eng SMIE( Aust) 
WinifredJoyceMitchell,BA MA N~ phD NSW 
1989 John Eveleigh, DipFA s/ade Lond, FRSA, DCA wgong 
1990 
1991 
Efrem Bonacina, OAM 
Giulia Bonacina, BEM 
Herbert Flugelman 
Ferdinando LelIi 
Des Davis,BA -9'd,MA Newcastle (NSWj 
Harold Hanson, AM 
Raymond E Heslehurst, BD Lond, ThL MTh A ustCo!!Theo/ 
James Barry Kel~, FAlM 
1992 Edward WaIter Tobin 
1993 
1994 
cornelius Harris Martin, AO (deca) 
Noel Gordon D!ffey, BBus Riv 
Dr Sultan A~, MBBS, Karachi BSc Put!fab 
Peter George Kell 
Ronald WilliamJohn RobinsonJames, (deca) AM MBE (-9'd) 
John charles Steinke, BA MA Calf 
Robert W illiam upfold, BEME phD NSW, ASTC, CEng, CPeng, FIEAust, MIMech, AMAusIMM 








Jeremy Kitson El/is, BA Oif 
Vincent] Cincotta, BS Ed/ModLang Fordhnm, MA It Lit Columbia., NDEA 
Dip Appl Ling C Conn S C DML It/Sp Grad Lang Schs Middlebuf)' 
David Camp bel/ 
Mavis Miller, BA, MStudFr /It 
Graham Parker 
WinifredLily Ward, AM, BA (Hons) phD 
RonaldJames BroadfootBSc ANU" DipEd UNW, Bed MEd UnE, phD syd 
Paul EdwardJeans, BE (Mech) UNSW, FIE Aust FAusIMM 
Patricia Mowbray 
Shirley Nixon, BA (Hons) Wgong; GradDipEqSocAdm NSW 
IanMcMaster, BE(Met) Mell1; ME Newcnstle(NSW) 
George Maltby, BA syd 
Kenneth Eardley Baumber, BSc St.And 
June Llewellyn Hope 
Beverley Ann Lawson (deca) APM,AssocDipAdmin 
Rod Oxlcy, BBus, AssDipLocGvt, FCPA, FAIM, FIMM 
Robert Duncan Somervaille AO, LLB syd 
Kevin Edward Turnbull, BA, Dip TertiaryEd NE, DipEd 
Nancy Una Reynolds OAM 
Winifred BullOt Smith OAM 
DavidJohn Waters OAM 
Stephen Edward John Andersen MB, BS syd BSc MBA 
Keith William phipps OAM, BA DipEd 
John Neville shipp, BA DipEd Mnc0 DipArchivAdmin NS W;AALIA 
Keith phillip Tognetti BE, MEngSc NS W,phD 
Alex Whitworth,BA(Hons) Melb,MBA NSW 
Peter George Wood, BSc DipEd syd 
John Terence Flanagan, BSc UNSW; BD Melbourne College of Divinity 
Peter Robertson, MLogOpMgmt >V'Gong 
Welcome 10 lhe Yniuerji!'j 0/ Wotlonfjonfj 
-.-A-tumni Communi!'j 
Congratulations on the succesiful completion of your studies. Graduation marks 
the conclusion of one stage of your association with the University of 
Wollongong and the continuation of a lifelong relationship through the Alumni 
Association. 
Membership of the Alumni Association is automatic upon graduation. You are 
now an alumnus - a Latin word meaning former student". 
As a member of the University's national and international alumni community, 
we will endeavour to maintain active and ongoing links with you and provide 
you with itifOrmation on a range of professional, lifelong learning and network-
ing activities. 
You may also choose to be a financial member of the Alumni Association which 
will entitle you to further benefits. 
Please keep the Alumni Office itifOrmed of your contact details, and let us know 
how we can help you in your future careers. 
University ofWollongong Alumni Association 
Building36 
Nortlifields Avenue 
Wollongong NS W 2522 
Tei (02) 42213249 
Fax (02)42213128 
International: 61 2 + the number 
Email: alumni@uow.edu.au 
Yniver6illj 0/ Wo!/ontjontj A!umni A660ciation 
Surname: Given Name(s): Title: _ __ _ 
Current Mailing Address: TeL: ( 
State: Pcode: _ ___ _ 
Reserve Address: 
State: Pcode: _ ___ _ 
FuLL name at graduation (if different from above) _______ _ _ __________________ _ 
Student Number (if known): Date of Birth: Gender: OM OF 
Degree(s) awarded: Graduation Dates: ____ _ ___ _ 
Current Occupation: Job Title: _______ _ _ _ _ _ 
EmpLoyer's Name: TeL: ( 
EmpLoyer's Address: State: ____ _ P/code: ___ _ 
Chapter Groups: PLease indicate beLow if you wish to be a member of one or more 
existing Chapters (currentLy these are Campus, Commerce, Engineering, Education, 
ShoaLhaven and Science), or if you wouLd be interested in any others as they form: 
Payment: Cheque or postaL money order, payabLe to: o Charge this amount to my: _ _________ _ 
The University of WoLLongong ALumni Association Inc 
tl $25 annuaL member (vaLid to 31/12/00) or 
o $95 five year member (valid to 31/12/2004) 
Note: Former staff wishing to join the Association as FinanciaL 
Members may use this form and are asked to supply additionaL 
information as foLLows: Date of employment, department/units 





(Bankcard, Master/Visa Card) 
University of Wollongong Alumni Office 
NSW 2522 Australia 
Tel: (02) 4221 3249 Fax: (02) 4221 3128 
(International): 61 2+ the number 
- _____ _ ______ ________ _ _____________ email: alumnj@uow.edu.au 

